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Under the Harrow Flynn Berry 2016-06-14 "A thriller for fans of The Girl on the Train and
Gone Girl...[with] a striking, original voice all Berry’s own.” —The New York Times Book
Review The riveting, Edgar Award-winning first novel from the New York Times bestselling
author of Northern Spy and A Double Life When Nora takes the train from London to visit her
sister in the countryside, she expects to find her waiting at the station, or at home cooking
dinner. But when she walks into Rachel’s familiar house, what she finds is entirely different:
her sister has been the victim of a brutal murder. Stunned and adrift, Nora finds she can’t
return to her former life. An unsolved assault in the past has shaken her faith in the police,
and she can’t trust them to find her sister’s killer. Haunted by the murder and the secrets that
surround it, Nora is under the harrow: distressed and in danger. As Nora’s fear turns to
obsession, she becomes as unrecognizable as the sister her investigation uncovers. A
riveting psychological thriller and a haunting exploration of the fierce love between two
sisters, the distortions of grief, and the terrifying power of the past, Under the Harrow marks
the debut of an extraordinary new writer. Named one of the "10 Best Mystery Books and
Thrillers of the Year" by The Washington Post Named one of the best books of the year by
The Atlantic
Tropic of Orange Karen Tei Yamashita 2017-09-12 “David Foster Wallace meets Gabriel
Garcia Marquez” in this novel set in a dystopian Los Angeles from a National Book Award
finalist (Publishers Weekly). Irreverently juggling magical realism, film noir, hip hop, and
chicanismo, Tropic of Orange takes place in a Los Angeles where the homeless, gangsters,
infant organ entrepreneurs, and Hollywood collide on a stretch of the Harbor Freeway.
Hemmed in by wildfires, it’s a symphony conducted from an overpass, grandiose, comic, and
as diverse as the city itself—from an author who has received the California Book Award and
the Association for Asian American Studies Book Award, among other literary honors.
“Fiercely satirical . . . Yamashita presents [an] intricate plot with mordant wit.” —The New
York Times Book Review “A stunner . . . An exquisite mystery novel. But this is a novel of
dystopia and apocalypse; the mystery concerns the tragic flaws of human nature.” —Library
Journal (starred review) “Brilliant . . . An ingenious interpretation of social woes.” —Booklist

(starred review)
The End of the World News Anthony Burgess 1984 A futuristic account of the world's end is
composed of three narrative strands presented as if viewed simultaneously, featuring
historical and fictional figures, and shifting from New York, to Vienna, to outer space
California Blue David Klass 1994 When seventeen-year-old John Rodgers discovers a new
subspecies of butterfly which may necessitate closing the mill where his dying father works,
they find themselves on opposite sides of the environmental conflict.
Fight Club: A Novel Chuck Palahniuk 2005-10-17 The first rule about fight club is you don't
talk about fight club. Chuck Palahniuk showed himself to be his generation’s most visionary
satirist in this, his first book. Fight Club’s estranged narrator leaves his lackluster job when
he comes under the thrall of Tyler Durden, an enigmatic young man who holds secret afterhours boxing matches in the basements of bars. There, two men fight "as long as they have
to." This is a gloriously original work that exposes the darkness at the core of our modern
world.
Portnoy's Complaint Philip Roth 1969 A New York lawyer, dominated by a demanding
Jewish mother, plays out a sexual revenge in fact and fantasy
Taken Edward Bloor 2009 In 2035 kidnapping rich children has become an industry, but
when thirteen-year-old Charity Meyers is taken and held for ransom, she soon discovers that
this particular kidnapping is not what it seems.
The Daily Show (The Book) Chris Smith 2016-11-22 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The
complete, uncensored history of the award-winning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told
by its correspondents, writers, and host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with
Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined the borders between television comedy, political satire, and
opinionated news coverage. It launched the careers of some of today's most significant
comedians, highlighted the hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the
show's behind-the-scenes gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the
players themselves, from legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writersincluding Samantha Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The
Daily Show's most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck,
Tucker Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all
the show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to
Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news cycle to
become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy but also
commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real change in the
world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates with President
Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and provocative takes on Wall
Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural touchstone. Now, for the first time,
the people behind the show's seminal moments come together to share their memories of
the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks, romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen
both on and off the set of one of America's most groundbreaking shows.
Clockwork Or All Wound Up Philip Pullman 1999-10-01 Long ago in Germany, a storyteller's
story and an apprentice clockwork-maker's nightmare meet in a menacing, lifelike figure
created by the strange Dr. Kalmenius.
How to Read Literature Like a Professor Revised Thomas C. Foster 2014-02-25 A
thoroughly revised and updated edition of Thomas C. Foster's classic guide—a lively and
entertaining introduction to literature and literary basics, including symbols, themes, and
contexts—that shows you how to make your everyday reading experience more rewarding
and enjoyable. While many books can be enjoyed for their basic stories, there are often

deeper literary meanings interwoven in these texts. How to Read Literature Like a Professor
helps us to discover those hidden truths by looking at literature with the eyes—and the
literary codes—of the ultimate professional reader: the college professor. What does it mean
when a literary hero travels along a dusty road? When he hands a drink to his companion?
When he's drenched in a sudden rain shower? Ranging from major themes to literary
models, narrative devices, and form, Thomas C. Foster provides us with a broad overview of
literature—a world where a road leads to a quest, a shared meal may signify a communion,
and rain, whether cleansing or destructive, is never just a shower—and shows us how to
make our reading experience more enriching, satisfying, and fun. This revised edition
includes new chapters, a new preface, and a new epilogue, and incorporates updated
teaching points that Foster has developed over the past decade.
The Missing Season Gillian French 2019-05-21 From the author of Edgar Award finalist Grit
and The Lies They Tell comes a tense, atmospheric novel for fans of E. Lockhart and
Marieke Nijkamp, about friendship, truth, and the creeping fears that can’t be outrun.
Whenever another kid goes missing in October, the kids in the old factory town of Pender
know what is really behind it: a monster out in the marshes that they call the Mumbler. That’s
what Clara’s new crew tells her when she moves to town. Bree and Sage, who take her
under their wing. Spirited Trace, who has taken the lead on this year’s Halloween prank war.
And magnetic Kincaid, whose devil-may-care attitude and air of mystery are impossible for
Clara to resist. Clara doesn’t actually believe in the Mumbler—not like Kinkaid does. But as
Halloween gets closer and tensions build in the town, it’s hard to shake the feeling that there
really is something dark and dangerous in Pender. Lurking in the shadows. Waiting to bring
the stories to life.
A Clockwork Orange (Restored Text) Anthony Burgess 2012-10-22 A newly revised text for
A Clockwork Orange’s 50th anniversary brings the work closest to its author’s intentions. A
Clockwork Orange is as brilliant, transgressive, and influential as when it was published fifty
years ago. A nightmare vision of the future told in its own fantastically inventive lexicon, it
has since become a classic of modern literature and the basis for Stanley Kubrick’s oncebanned film, whose recent reissue has brought this revolutionary tale on modern civilization
to an even wider audience. Andrew Biswell, PhD, director of the International Burgess
Foundation, has taken a close look at the three varying published editions alongside the
original typescript to recreate the novel as Anthony Burgess envisioned it. We publish this
landmark edition with its original British cover and six of Burgess’s own illustrations.
Undertow Michael Buckley 2015 For fans of Rick Yancey and Marie Lu, Undertow is book
one in this much-anticipated, genre-breaking, breath-catching new trilogy for teens from New
York Times bestselling author Michael Buckley in which a 16-year-old girl is caught in an
epic clash of civilizations when a society of undersea warriors march out of the ocean into
modern-day Coney Island.
Napoleon Symphony: A Novel in Four Movements Anthony Burgess 2014-10-13 Anthony
Burgess draws on his love of music and history in this novel he called “elephantine fun” to
write. A grand and affectionate tragicomic symphony to Napoleon Bonaparte that teases and
reweaves Napoleon’s life into a pattern borrowed—in liberty, equality, and fraternity—from
Beethoven’s Third “Eroica” Symphony, in this rich, exciting, bawdy, and funny novel Anthony
Burgess has pulled out all the stops for a virtuoso performance that is literary, historical, and
musical.
Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves Mark Z. Danielewski 2000 A family relocates to a
small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside of their new home seems to be

without boundaries
Old Mother West Wind Thornton Waldo Burgess 1913
The Rules of Attraction Bret Easton Ellis 2010-06-09 From the bestselling author or Less
Than Zero and American Psycho, The Rules of Attraction is a startlingly funny, kaleidoscopic
novel about three students at a small, affluent liberal-arts college in New England with no
plans for the future--or even the present--who become entangled in a curious romantic
triangle. Bret Easton Ellis trains his incisive gaze on the kids at self-consciously bohemian
Camden College and treats their sexual posturings and agonies with a mixture of acrid
hilarity and compassion while exposing the moral vacuum at the center of their lives. Lauren
changes boyfriends every time she changes majors and still pines for Victor who split for
Europe months ago and she might or might not be writing anonymous love letter to
ambivalent, hard-drinking Sean, a hopeless romantic who only has eyes for Lauren, even if
he ends up in bed with half the campus, and Paul, Lauren's ex, forthrightly bisexual and
whose passion masks a shrewd pragmatism. They waste time getting wasted, race from
Thirsty Thursday Happy Hours to Dressed To Get Screwed parties to drinks at The Edge of
the World or The Graveyard. The Rules of Attraction is a poignant, hilarious take on the
death of romance. The basis for the major motion picture starring James Van Der Beek,
Shannyn Sossamon, Jessica Biel, and Kate Bosworth. Look for Bret Easton Ellis’s new
novel, The Shards, coming in January.
You've Had Your Time Anthony Burgess 2014-04-03 After returning from a trip to Brunei,
Anthony Burgess, initially believing he has only a year to live, begins to write - novels, film
scripts, television series, articles. It is the life of a man desperate to earn a living through the
written word. He finds at first that writing brings little success, and later that success, and the
obligations it brings, interfere with his writing - especially of fiction. There were vast
Hollywood projects destined never to be made, novels the critics snarled at, journalism that
scandalised the morally scrupulous. There is the éclat of A Clockwork Orange (and the
consequent calls for Burgess to comment on violent atrocities), the huge success - after a
long barren period - of Earthly Powers. There is a terrifying first marriage, his description of
which is both painful and funny. His second marriage - and the discovery that he has a fouryear-old son - changes his life dramatically, and he and Liana escape to the Mediterranean,
for an increasingly European life. With this marriage comes the triumphant rebirth of sex,
creative energy and travel - to America, to Australia and all over Europe.
Shadow Philosophy: Plato's Cave and Cinema Nathan Andersen 2014-04-16 Shadow
Philosophy: Plato’s Cave and Cinema is an accessible and exciting new contribution to filmphilosophy, which shows that to take film seriously is also to engage with the fundamental
questions of philosophy. Nathan Andersen brings Stanley Kubrick’s film A Clockwork Orange
into philosophical conversation with Plato’s Republic, comparing their contributions to
themes such as the nature of experience and meaning, the character of justice, the contrast
between appearance and reality, the importance of art, and the impact of images. At the
heart of the book is a novel account of the analogy between Plato’s allegory of the cave and
cinema, developed in conjunction with a provocative interpretation of the most powerful
image from A Clockwork Orange, in which the lead character is strapped to a chair and
forced to watch violent films. Key features of the book include: a comprehensive bibliography
of suggested readings on Plato, on film, on philosophy, and on the philosophy of film a list of
suggested films that can be explored following the approach in this book, including brief
descriptions of each film, and suggestions regarding its philosophical implications a
summary of Plato’s Republic, book by book, highlighting both dramatic context and subject
matter. Offering a close reading of the controversial classic film A Clockwork Orange, and an

introductory account of the central themes of the philosophical classic The Republic, this
book will be of interest to both scholars and students of philosophy and film, as well as to
readers of Plato and fans of Stanley Kubrick.
The Moon Is a Harsh Mistress Robert A. Heinlein 1997-06-15 A one-armed computer
technician, a radical blonde bombshell, an aging academic, and a sentient all-knowing
computer lead the lunar population in a revolution against Earth's colonial rule
The Wanting Seed Anthony Burgess 1996-12-17 Set in the near future, The Wanting Seed is
a Malthusian comedy about the strange world overpopulation will produce. Tristram Foxe
and his wife, Beatrice-Joanna, live in their skyscraper world where official family limitation
glorifies homosexuality. Eventually, their world is transformed into a chaos of cannibalistic
dining-clubs, fantastic fertility rituals, and wars without anger. It is a novel both extravagantly
funny and grimly serious.
Junk Melvin Burgess 2009-01-01 Tar loves Gemma, but Gemma doesn't want to be tied
down - not to anyone or anything. Gemma wants to fly. But no one can fly forever. One day,
somehow, finally you have to come down. Commissioned and produced by Oxford Stage
Company, Junk premiered at The Castle, Wellingborough, in January 1998 and went on to
tour throughout the UK in 1998 and 1999. "John Retallack's excellent adaptation of Melvin
Burgess's controversial Carnegie Medal winning novel is splendidly unpatronising...a truly
cautionary tale" (Independent)
The Descent Jeff Long 1999-11-12 We are not alone. Some call them devils or demons. But
they are real. They are down there. And they are waiting for us to find them. In a cave in the
Himalayas, a guide discovers a self-mutilated body with a warning: Satan exists. In the
Kalahari Desert, a nun unearths evidence of a proto-human species and a deity called Olderthan-Old. In Bosnia, something has been feeding upon the dead in a mass grave. So begins
mankind’s most shocking realization: the underworld is a vast geological labyrinth populated
by another race of beings. With all of Hell's precious resources and territories to be won, a
global race ensues. Nations, armies, religions, and industries rush to colonize and exploit the
subterranean frontier. A scientific expedition is launched westward to explore beneath the
Pacific Ocean floor, both to catalog the riches there and to learn how life could develop in
the sunless abyss. But in the dark underground, as humanity falls away from them, the
scientists and mercenaries find themselves prey not only to the savage creatures, but also to
their own treachery, mutiny, and greed. One thing is certain: Miles inside the earth, evil is
very much alive.
Clockwork Mike Michalowicz 2018-08-21 Do you worry that your business will collapse
without your constant presence? Are you sacrificing your family, friendships, and freedom to
keep your business alive? What if instead your business could run itself, freeing you to do
what you love when you want, while it continues to grow and turn a profit? It’s possible. And
it's easier than you think. If you're like most entrepreneurs, you started your business so you
could be your own boss, make the money you deserve, and live life on your own terms. In
reality, you're bogged down in the daily grind, constantly putting out fires, answering an
endless stream of questions, and continually hunting for cash. Now, Mike Michalowicz, the
author of Profit First and other small-business bestsellers, offers a straightforward step-bystep path out of this dilemma. In Clockwork, he draws on more than six years of research
and real life examples to explain his simple approach to making your business ultra-efficient.
Among other powerful strategies, you will discover how to: • Make your employees act like
owners: Free yourself from micromanaging by using a simple technique to empower your
people to make smart decisions without you. • Pinpoint your business's most important
function: Unleash incredible efficiency by identifying and focusing everyone on the one

function that is most crucial to your business. • Know what to fix next: Most entrepreneurs try
to fix every inefficiency at once and end up fixing nothing. Use the "weakest link in the chain"
method to find the one fix that will add the most value now. Whether you have a staff of one,
one hundred, or somewhere in between, whether you're a new entrepreneur or have been
overworked and overstressed for years, Clockwork is your path to finally making your
business work for you.
Nineteen Eighty-five Anthony Burgess 2013 In characteristically daring style, Anthony
Burgess combines two responses to Orwell's 1984 in one book. The first is a sharp analysis:
through dialogues, parodies and essays, Burgess sheds new light on what he called 'an
apocalyptic codex of our worst fears', creating a critique that is literature in its own right.Part
two is Burgess' own dystopic vision, written in 1978. He skewers both the present and the
future, describing a state where industrial disputes and social unrest compete with
overwhelming surveillance, security concerns and the dominance of technology to make life
a thing to be suffered rather than lived.Together these two works form a unique guide to one
of the twentieth century's most talented, imaginative and prescient writers. Several decades
later, Burgess' most singular work still stands.
There There Tommy Orange 2018-06-05 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • PEN/HEMINGWAY
AWARD WINNER • One of The New York Times 10 Best Books of the Year • A wondrous
and shattering novel that follows twelve characters from Native communities: all traveling to
the Big Oakland Powwow, all connected to one another in ways they may not yet realize.
Among them is Jacquie Red Feather, newly sober and trying to make it back to the family
she left behind. Dene Oxendene, pulling his life together after his uncle’s death and working
at the powwow to honor his memory. Fourteen-year-old Orvil, coming to perform traditional
dance for the very first time. Together, this chorus of voices tells of the plight of the urban
Native American—grappling with a complex and painful history, with an inheritance of beauty
and spirituality, with communion and sacrifice and heroism. Hailed as an instant classic,
There There is at once poignant and unflinching, utterly contemporary and truly
unforgettable.
All But My Life Gerda Weissmann Klein 1995-03-31 All But My Life is the unforgettable story
of Gerda Weissmann Klein's six-year ordeal as a victim of Nazi cruelty. From her
comfortable home in Bielitz (present-day Bielsko) in Poland to her miraculous survival and
her liberation by American troops--including the man who was to become her husband--in
Volary, Czechoslovakia, in 1945, Gerda takes the reader on a terrifying journey. Gerda's
serene and idyllic childhood is shattered when Nazis march into Poland on September 3,
1939. Although the Weissmanns were permitted to live for a while in the basement of their
home, they were eventually separated and sent to German labor camps. Over the next few
years Gerda experienced the slow, inexorable stripping away of "all but her life." By the end
of the war she had lost her parents, brother, home, possessions, and community; even the
dear friends she made in the labor camps, with whom she had shared so many hardships,
were dead. Despite her horrifying experiences, Klein conveys great strength of spirit and
faith in humanity. In the darkness of the camps, Gerda and her young friends manage to
create a community of friendship and love. Although stripped of the essence of life, they
were able to survive the barbarity of their captors. Gerda's beautifully written story gives an
invaluable message to everyone. It introduces them to last century's terrible history of
devastation and prejudice, yet offers them hope that the effects of hatred can be overcome.
From Elvish to Klingon Michael Adams 2011-10-27 How are languages invented? Why are
they invented? Who uses them? What are the cultural effects of invented languages? This
fascinating book looks at all manner of invented languages and explores the origins,

purpose, and usage of these curious artefacts of culture. Written by experts in the field,
chapters discuss languages from Esperanto to Klingon and uncover the motives behind their
creation, and the outcomes of their existence. Introduction by Michael Adams Linking all
invented languages, Michael Adams explains how creating a language is intimidating work;
no one would attempt to invent one unless driven by a serious purpose or aspiration. He
explains how the origin and development of each invented language illustrates inventors'
and users' dissatisfaction with the language(s) already available to them, and how each
invented language expresses one or more of a wide range of purposes and aspirations:
political, social, aesthetic, intellectual, and technological. Chapter 1: International Auxiliary
Languages by Arden Smith From the mythical Language of Adam to Esperanto and
Solrésol, this chapter looks at the history, linguistics, and significance of international or
universal languages (including sign languages). Chapter 2: Invented Vocabularies:
Newspeak and Nadsat by Howard Jackson Looking at the invented vocabularies of science
fiction, for example 1984's 'Newspeak' and Clockwork Orange's 'Nadsat', this chapter
discusses the feasibility of such vocabularies, the plausibility of such lexical change, and the
validity of the Sapir-Whorfian echoes heard in such literary experiments. Chapter 3: 'Oirish'
Inventions: James Joyce, Samuel Beckett, Paul Muldoon by Stephen Watt This chapter
looks at literary inventions of another kind, nonsense and semi-nonsense languages,
including those used in the works of James Joyce and Samuel Beckett. Chapter 4: Tolkien's
Invented Languages by Edmund Weiner Focussing on the work of the accomplished
philologist J.R.R. Tolkien, the fifteen languages he created are considered in the context of
invented languages of other kinds. Chapter 5: Klingon and other Science Fiction Languages
by Marc Okrand, Judith Hendriks-Hermans, and Sjaak Kroon Klingon is the most fully
developed of fictional languages (besides Tolkien's). Used by many, this chapter explores
the speech community of 'Trekkies', alongside other science fiction vocabularies. Chapter 6:
Logical Languages by Michael Adams This chapter introduces conlangs, 'constructed
languages'. For example, Láaden, created to express feminine experience better than
'patriarchal' languages. Chapter 7: Gaming Languages and Language Games by James
Portnow Languages and games are both fundamentally interactive, based on the adoption of
arbitrary sign systems, and come with a set of formal rules which can be manipulated to
express different outcomes. This being one of the drivers for the popularity of invented
languages within the gaming community, James Portnow looks at several gaming languages
and language games, such as Gargish, D'ni, Simlish, and Logos. Chapter 8: Revitalized
Languages as Invented Languages by Suzanne Romaine The final chapter looks at
language continuation, renewal, revival, and resurrection - in the cases of Gaelic, Welsh,
Cornish, and Breton - as well as language regulation.
The Loners Lex Thomas 2012-08-01 It was just another ordinary day at McKinley High—until
a massive explosion devastated the school. When loner David Thorpe tried to help his
English teacher to safety, the teacher convulsed and died right in front of him. And that was
just the beginning. A year later, McKinley has descended into chaos. All the students are
infected with a virus that makes them deadly to adults. The school is under military
quarantine. The teachers are gone. Violent gangs have formed based on high school social
cliques. Without a gang, you're as good as dead. And David has no gang. It's just him and
his little brother, Will, against the whole school. In this frighteningly dark and captivating
novel, Lex Thomas locks readers inside a school where kids don't fight to be popular, they
fight to stay alive.
"A Clockwork Orange". The presentation and the impact of violence in the novel and in the
film Thomas von der Heide 2006-06-01 Seminar paper from the year 2002 in the subject

English Language and Literature Studies - Literature, grade: 2,0, University of Cologne
(Institut für Anglistik), course: Novels and their film adaptations, 9 entries in the bibliography,
language: English, abstract: After the release of Stanley Kubrick's film version of "A
Clockwork Orange" in 1971, Anthony Burgess's original novel of 1962 and the film were
obstinately criticised to be senselessly brutal and it was (and is) said (until today) that both
Burgess and Kubrick glorified violence with their works. Although in "A Clockwork Orange", a
lot of different themes are dealt with - for example politics, music, art or themes of
philosophical nature - the violence in the book and on screen are the most concerned about
things when critics write about "A Clockwork Orange". But not only critics, also 'normal'
readers (or viewers) regard the violence to be the most remarkable thing about the whole
book (or movie). One simply has to look at the website of the internet-bookstore 'Amazon'
(www.amazon.de) to see that the main part of the readers' reviews for the book by Anthony
Burgess comment on the violence and the brutal crimes committed by the story's
protagonists: Alex DeLarge and his 'droogs'. It is interesting that most of the readers that
commented on the book also gave a statement about Kubrick's film adaptation. It looks like
the whole discussion about violence in "A Clockwork Orange" really first came up when
Stanley Kubrick's movie version hit the theatres. But why this violence? Does it stand for
itself? Are rape and murder obeyed fetishes of Burgess and Kubrick? Or is there something
more in the story, that makes it indispensable to present violence in the extreme way
Burgess and Kubrick did? This text will explain the function and the intention of presenting
violence in "A Clockwork Orange". It will show the differences between the way of presenting
violence in the original novel and the film version and why author and director decided to
portray the protagonists' brutality in unlike ways, including the impact they have on the
reader and the viewer. This text will conclude that in the novel and the film version, violence
in "A Clockwork Orange" serves to discuss other and more important themes included in the
story.
Nothing Like the Sun Anthony Burgess 1996 Before Shakespeare in Love, there was
Anthony Burgess's Nothing Like the Sun: a magnificent, bawdy telling of Shakespeare's love
life.
The Clockwork Three Matthew J. Kirby 2012-02-01 Three ordinary children are brought
together by extraordinary events. . . Giuseppe is an orphaned street musician from Italy, who
was sold by his uncle to work as a slave for an evil padrone in the U.S. But when a
mysterious green violin enters his life he begins to imagine a life of freedom. Hannah is a
soft-hearted, strong-willed girl from the tenements, who supports her family as a hotel maid
when tragedy strikes and her father can no longer work. She learns about a hidden treasure,
which she knows will save her family -- if she can find it.
Timekeeper Tara Sim 2016-11-08 “[A] mystery, LGBTQ romance, and supernatural tale of
clock spirits and sabotage that explores how far people might go for those they love.”
—Booklist An alternate Victorian world controlled by clock towers, where a damaged clock
can fracture time—and a destroyed one can stop it completely. A prodigy mechanic who can
repair not only clockwork, but time itself, determined to rescue his father from a Stopped
town. A series of mysterious bombings that could jeopardize all of England. A boy who would
give anything to relive his past, and one who would give anything to live at all. A romance
that will shake the very foundations of time. The first book in a dazzling new steampunkfantasy trilogy, Timekeeper introduces a magical world of mythology and innovation that
readers will never want to leave. “Timekeeper is an extraordinary debut, at once familiar and
utterly original. Between its compelling world, its lovely prose, and its wonderful characters,
the pages flew by.” —Victoria Schwab, #1 New York Times–bestselling author “A triumph . . .

If you read only one such book . . . let it be this one.” —Bustle “Timekeeper’s premise is
original and its world unique.” —EW.com “This LGBTQ steampunk romance sports a killer
premise and admirably thorough worldbuilding, helpfully annotated in the author’s afterword.
The characters—even the bad guys—are sympathetically drawn and commendably diverse
in sexuality and gender.” —Kirkus Reviews “Alive with myth, mystery, and glorious romance,
Timekeeper will keep hearts pounding and pages turning til the stunning conclusion. Reader
beware—there’s magic in these pages.” —Heidi Heilig, author of The Girl from Everywhere
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter Erika L. Sánchez 2019-03-05 When the sister who
delighted their parents by her faithful embrace of Mexican culture dies in a tragic accident,
Julia, who longs to go to college and move into a home of her own, discovers from mutual
friends that her sister may not have been as perfect as believed.
Honey for the Bears Anthony Burgess 2013-08-05 "There are so few genuinely entertaining
novels around that we ought to cheer whenever one turns up. Continuous, fizzing
energy…Honey for the Bears is a triumph." —Kingsley Amis, New York Times A sharply
written satire, Honey for the Bears sends an unassuming antiques dealer, Paul Hussey, to
Russia to do one final deal on the black market as a favor for a dead friend's wife. Even on
the ship's voyage across, the Russian sensibility begins to pervade: lots of secrets and lots
of vodka. When his American wife is stricken by a painful rash and he is interrogated at his
hotel by Soviet agents who know that he is trying to sell stylish synthetic dresses to the
masses starved for fashion, his precarious inner balance is thrown off for good. More drink
follows, discoveries of his wife's illicit affair with another woman, and his own submerged
sexual feelings come breaking through the surface, bubbling up in Russian champagne and
caviar.
Pirate Wars Kai Meyer 2008-12-16 Join the pirate crew in their final spectacular adventure!
Jolly, Griffin, and their pirate friends are back, battling to save the world from the evil
Maelstrom. Griffin leaves his magic room in the belly of a giant whale to take on the lord of
the kobalins. Princess Soledad fights to protect the sea star city and encounters an aweinspiring serpent god. Together, Jolly and Munk make their way underwater to reach the
center of the Maelstrom. There they meet the beautiful Aina, who is a polliwog like
themselves but from an ancient time. Is she a girl or a ghost? A friend or an enemy? While
the battle for the sea star city is raging, Jolly learns the shocking truth about Aina. As Jolly
begins to understand the past, she realizes what she must do to save the whole Caribbean.
But is she already too late? This rip-roaring fantasy filled with nonstop action is a perfect
ending to magical mastermind Kai Meyer's swashbuckling Wave Walkers trilogy.
The Night Circus Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13 #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Two
starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game of cunning in the spellbinding novel that
captured the world's imagination. • "Part love story, part fable ... defies both genres and
expectations." —The Boston Globe The circus arrives without warning. No announcements
precede it. It is simply there, when yesterday it was not. Within the black-and-white striped
canvas tents is an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is called Le
Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is
underway: a duel between two young magicians, Celia and Marco, who have been trained
since childhood expressly for this purpose by their mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst to
them both, this is a game in which only one can be left standing. Despite the high stakes,
Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into love, setting off a domino effect of dangerous
consequences, and leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to the patrons,
hanging in the balance.
Joysprick
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Born a Crime Trevor Noah 2016-11-15 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than
one million copies sold! A “brilliant” (Lupita Nyong’o, Time), “poignant” (Entertainment
Weekly), “soul-nourishing” (USA Today) memoir about coming of age during the twilight of
apartheid “Noah’s childhood stories are told with all the hilarity and intellect that
characterizes his comedy, while illuminating a dark and brutal period in South Africa’s history
that must never be forgotten.”—Esquire Winner of the Thurber Prize for American Humor
and an NAACP Image Award • Named one of the best books of the year by The New York
Time, USA Today, San Francisco Chronicle, NPR, Esquire, Newsday, and Booklist Trevor
Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of The Daily Show began with a
criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother at a
time when such a union was punishable by five years in prison. Living proof of his parents’
indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors for the earliest years of his life, bound by the
extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a government that
could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South Africa’s
tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his mother set forth on a grand adventure, living openly and
freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle. Born a Crime is the
story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he struggles to
find himself in a world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of that
young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and fervently religious mother—his
teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and
abuse that would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories collected here are by turns
hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during
hard times, being thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just trying to
survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious world
with an incisive wit and unflinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and
searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way through a damaged world in a dangerous
time, armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional
love.
The Clockwork Dynasty Daniel H. Wilson 2017-08-01 An ingenious new thriller that weaves
a path through history, following a race of human-like machines that have been hiding
among us for untold centuries, written by the New York Times bestselling author of
Robopocalypse. Present day: When a young anthropologist specializing in ancient
technology uncovers a terrible secret concealed in the workings of a three-hundred-year-old
mechanical doll, she is thrown into a hidden world that lurks just under the surface of our
own. With her career and her life at stake, June Stefanov will ally with a remarkable traveler
who exposes her to a reality she never imagined, as they embark on an around-the-world
adventure and discover breathtaking secrets of the past… Russia, 1725: In the depths of the
Kremlin, the tsar’s loyal mechanician brings to life two astonishingly humanlike mechanical
beings. Peter and Elena are a brother and sister fallen out of time, possessed with uncanny
power, and destined to serve great empires. Struggling to blend into pre-Victorian society,
they are pulled into a legendary war that has raged for centuries. The Clockwork Dynasty
seamlessly interweaves past and present, exploring a race of beings designed to live by
ironclad principles, yet constantly searching for meaning. As June plunges deeper into their
world, her choices will ultimately determine their survival or extermination. Richly-imagined
and heart-pounding, Daniel H. Wilson’s novel expertly draws on his robotics and science
background, combining exquisitely drawn characters with visionary technology—and riveting

action.
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